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... ~bstract 
This paper fOCUSt"~ p{ f<nnetric ions excited OH 111echanical systclns. rnechanisIT1S 
and machinery. rt derives the stability conditions of free and forced \'ibrai,ion of period-
ically operating systems, and the distributions of instability domains for low 
variation excitation. The extensive and abstracT theory will be discussed briefly, by using 
a specific interprfCtation. Possibilities of applications of the results are also described. The 
main purpose of the paper is to facilitate deepening in the comprehensive theory and, at 
the same time, to cover the fundamental knowledge needed in spreading mechanical and 
vibration applications. 
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1. Introduction 
A \vide range of mechanical systems may be considered, roughly, as a sys-
tem of rigid bodies. or alternatively, mechanisms and machinery. They Gill 
be considered to be dynam.ic in that, after having eliminated the structural 
cOllstraints, their motion can be described by ordinary (second-order) sys-
tem of differential equations. In generaL a discrete model of Hnite degrees 
of freedom can be applieci evell if, due to elasticity of components, local 
motions and vibrations are superimposed to the rigid-body motion. The 
equa.tion concerned, tha.t is motion equation, can be replaced by a power 
series related to rigid-body motion, and thus, the local motion can be in-
vestigated independently of the global motion. In the simplest case, the 
approximate diffc·rential equation is linear. and its coefficients, i.e. its pa-
rameters vary either directly or indirectly as a time function. 
Irrespective of transiellts. e.g. starting or stOppillg conditions. the 
(llteration of parameters is mostly pel'ioilir:ai. For example, let us consider 
the crallking awl ('olltrolmechanislll of a piston engine operating at a nearly 
(,Ollstilnt speed [1. 2, 3, -1]. a gear drive [5, 6, 7J. cl belt and chain drive 
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[7, 8] or a robot performing a fixed working cycle [10]. In the cases given 
before and also in other technical applications (e. g. [11, .... 17]) alL or 
some, of the parameters, namely the oyerall masses, damping and stiffness 
yary periodically as a function of time. Also the purely time-dependent 
force or amplitude excitation is periodical, thus, its history is similar to the 
parametric excitation. In the following, fundamental results for this type 
of system will be considered. Primarily, \ve focus on the analysis of the 
stability conditions, since the concerned systems are prone to self-induced. 
parametric resonance. In practice. it is very important to kuO\\- the response 
of these systems from the point of the yiew of motion stability. 
The required mathematical tools, based on the theorems by FLO-
QGET. LYAPC::\OY. Por::\cARE. are of course available in the releyant litera-
ture, e. g. in monograph [19] and in part, in yarious other papers on math-
ematics [20. 21, 22] or OIl mechanics [13, ... , 18], or elsewhere. In spite of 
tile proliferating number of applications, the extensive mathematical the-
ory is tedious to understand. and its use often reflects unawareness. As a 
consequence of the facts giyen aboye. this paper summarises the most es-
sential theorems. Of course. the discussion of the theorems cannot be ex-
haustiye. since it ·would extend the frame of this paper. :'Iotioll stability of 
periodically operating systems is discussed for both free and forced vibra-
tions, and distribution of resonance spots for small parameter changes \\-ill 
be presented. Some thoughts Vi-ill also be presented OIl physical. technical 
and yibralion aspects of the theories. Hopefully. this approach facilitates 
acquiring the needed theoretical and practice oriented krlO-wledge. 
2~ FOI'!llulatio:n of tIle Model 
a. In vie-"y to the airns giycn in the introduction. consider a IllotioIl C\.jLtCLl1Ull 
de.S\"n:es of Ireeclc)Ill: 
q.f) 
·where q represents the Ycctor of 
deriyatiyes of q. i.e. the and acceleratioll. 
Q into a first order 
moyemeIlt of periodicity T: 
sC'riC's for the qo 
Q + 
.. _. DQ (q - qo ) + -;-:-
uq + 
glyr (t) tinlC' 
0"rO·"T11~0 the fUllctioll 
%J(t + T) global 
(q - qo) = 0 . 
Together with qo(t), time derivatives qo. <10 are also knowll. hence Q and 
its partial deriYatiYes are specified time functions. Thus. for local motion. 
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that is for vibration x = q - qo, the follmving system of approximate linear 
differential equations: 
M(t)x + D(t)x + S(t)x = f(t) 
is valid. In the equation given above. M. D and S, respectively, represent 
the first order (general and reduced) members of the matrix of tensor of 
mass. damping, and stiffness. At the same time, the force vector f repre-
sents t.he zero order member. Furthermore. valid is the periodicity concli-
tion: 
+T)= +T) = S(t+T) = Set) , +T) = 
b. In order to SlIlll:.1l1y computations. let us transform the second-order 
to a first-order V VoCLL"" S nOflnal £01'111. 
because is regular according to our assumption. the equation becomes 
[~] = [ s ][~]+[~] o 
or. by using symbol x for the state variable. the equation can be expressed 
in an eyen shorter form: 
X== + + aCt + T) = aCt) . 
This differential equation is a linear. homogeneous one. it has a periodic 
coefficient. therefore. in the general terms, it is Hill type. 
c. It is knmvn that the solution of linear differential equations can 
be composed from the solution Xh(t), meeting the initial condition to = 0, 
Xo = x(to) of the homogeneous part (a = 0), and from the particular 
solution xp(t) of the inhomogeneous equation belonging to the zero initial 
condition. such as: 
t 
xCt) = x,,(t) + xp(t). xh = XCt)xo. xp(t) = X(t) J 
,=0 
The solution fundamental matrix X( t) is to be built up of the independent 
vector solution of the linear differential equation in such a way that X(t = 
0) = I be a unit matrix. If, by chance, coefficient matrix A is constant, 
then the solution matrix is an exponential function 
X(t) = eAt = exp(At) . 
\Ve \vill see later that the Lyapunov's stability of the movement decisively 
depends on the history of the free vibration. Consequently, first investigate 
the characteristics of the homogenous solution Xh, that is, the self or free 
(transient) vibration. 
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3. Stability of the Free Vibration 
a. If matrix A is specifically constant for time domains Tl, T2, . Tm , as it 
is the case with IVIeissner's equations, the solution matrix is the product of 
the part solutions of the form given before: 
j-l 
X(t) = Xi(T)Xi-l (Ti-I)" . Xl (T1) , t = T + '£Tj 
j=l 
i,j = 1,2, .... 
Since A(t) is a function of time period T, the product defines a constant 
matrix C that is called monodromy operator (or period mapping, or fun-
damental matrix) as follows: 
m m 
+ T) = X(t)C, C = X(T) = X(Ti) T= T 
-I 
i=l i=l 
1 = 1,2, ... ,m. 
For the existence of C, it is indifferent -,vhether is constant in the 
domain, or varies continuously (just like the "\-vell-known Mathieu equation). 
The point is that. if C is knov;n, the solution can simply be obtained for 
each T: 
(T) = n = 0.1, 2 .... 
b. Should the state of the system COllyerge froIll any initial position Xo to 
all equilibrium x = 0, it is necessary to satisfy: 
Em 
n-x 
At the same time, this is the sufficient condition. In order to understand 
that, in the intermittent positions, the state x can become zero, diyide the 
periodic mapping into tvm arbitrary parts and . The following can 
be derived by identical mappings: 
Thus, monodromy for initial time t = T1 , rather than for t = 0, can be 
obtained from C = C 12 by similarity transformation: 
-le9 
So, \\·hatever reference starting time is chosen, satisfying the requirement 
for e implies to meet 
lim e~.) = lim 
n-x _..... n-x 
e x -1, n l' X en "'IT -1 0 21-~1 ) = 1m -1 ?1-"'-1 ='. 
- n-x ---
noindent Accordingly, if during a period T reckoned from time t the solution 
Xh = X(t)xo is decreasing, then after a time the free vibration necessarily 
decays. i.e. it becomes asymptotica.ily stable. 
c. In The investigation of physical systems, it does not mean a signifi-
cam resTriction TO consider. for the sake of simplicity, the eigenvalues of e 
to be pair-\vise different ( f. Aj). Considering that in this case represen-
tation of C can bE' diagonally, for the invariant to a 
transforn13 lion. the 
Em lim o . <1 
11-:>:: n.-x 
Accordingly. the nai71Tal ?libratian is asymptotically stable if any iOl·,aenvalue 
the monodromy is less than 1 in absoZ'uie value (Lyapunov's theorem). 
The motion is stable if. among the eigenvalues of less than one, there is at 
least one of value 1. The same is true, again, if A = 1 also occurs with single 
multiplicity (theorem of Andronov and the motion may be 
unstable. and a pammeiric resonance may develop. with an exponentially 
increasing magnitude. 
:\" ote that a general and mathematically more exact discussion is 
longer and more cumbersome. Those interested may study. first of alL 
\,'orks by POXTRVAGIX and AR:-:OLD, [19, 20, 21]. The LVAPl::\OV and 
AXDROXO\'- \YITT theorems formulate the sufficient conditions not only for 
the stability of solutions of linear equations but also for the periodical so-
lutions of the original equation. (This is the outcome of the Lyapunov's 
stability theorem.) 
d. If e is knO\\'n. the stability of homogeneous system with periodi-
cal coefficients can be reasoned out similarly to the time invariable systems 
\\'ith constant coefficient. This is not incidental at alL For periodic equa-
tions a releyant equation of constant coefficient of B = In (e) IT can al-
\vays be determined. such that the t\yO equations take the same states by 
period T (or 2T. in the real number space). The relationship 
C = Y(TJ = exp(BT). that is Y = BY 
is unambiguous. irrespective of similarity transformations. :\" ote that it can 
be proved that a non-singular C al"ways has an unambiguous logarithm in 
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complex. The proof is easy for single eigenvalues, but for multiple eigen-
values it is far from being elementary, as it can be seen e. g. in [20]. In the 
real case, difficulties may occur due to the fact that an arbitrary C may 
also contain reflections. It is not certain that B is reaL too. In complex, 
reflections can be considereci as realilty rotation, while in reality, normally 
C2 = X(2T) invoh"es real rotation only. Here 'involves' refers to the theo-
rem of polar decomposition. 
e. The consequence of the relationship given below is referred more 
frequently in the literature. This is the Floquet's theorem. On the basis 
of this theorem, the solution X(t) is a product of a periodic function P(t) 
and exp(Bt): 
X(Tl = P(T) exp(Bt). P(t + T) = P(t) . 
If the monodromy for the equation above is produced based on the facts 
mentioned in the previous paragraph, -,ve get: 
+ T) = P(t + T) exp(Bt) exp(BT) = P(t) exp(Bt) exp = 
\,"hich. in turn, includes the proof of Floquet's theorem. 
Thereafter a particular solution xl" of the motion equation indepen-
dent of the initial condition, the forced yibration. will be investigated. To 
this end, theorems d, e referring to equivalent time invariant systems \,"ill 
be neglected, only obvious outcomes of theorems <1, band c \vill be used. 
4. and of Forced Vibrations 
Although conventional and parametric excitatiolls are mostly concomit-
tanto in generaL onl;y the parametric excitation related to the homogeneous 
system is discussioE here ,,"ill be restricted to the case 
v;here both COln·erltlOll.aL zero order exci r alion and the' pal'a-
metric OIle of first order , are functions 'with T. Obi"iously. this 
condition is also satisfied if the primary periods are not the same, but they 
can be rated through rational Ilumbers. (The simplest case is when func-
tion a( t) is constant.) This constraint is irrelevant in most of practical 
problems since it is automatically met. 
a. Let's determine amplitude of forced /Jlbf"lltion xp similarly as for 
natural yibration, for finite periods T. Let's start out of the condition that 
the value of constant vector 
T 
xp(Tl = X(T) j X- 1 (t)a(t)dt = c 
i=O 
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is knO\\'n for primary period T. Repeating integration from period to period 
yields: 
xp(2T) = C 2 (I + C-1)c = (C 2 + C)c, 
xp(3T) = C 3 (I + C-1 + C- 2 )c = (C 3 + C 2 + C)c .... 
FcKtor of c is a geometric series: 
= c + CL + ... + en == 
Since the expression for sums of series is also true for matrices, 
hence. due to the imerchangeability of factors, we receive: 
= (1- -1 _ C n C 
Hence. the particular solution sought for: 
xp(nT) = Xp(nT)c , = (T - C)-IX ··T) _ rn 
- --p( / '-' 
If the natural vibration is asymptotically stable, then the second term of 
forced vibration should decay. The limit yalue is: 
Summing up eyerything, condition of stability of forced vibration xp is 
the regularity of matrix I-C. HmveveL the functions that are periodical 
according to T are also periodical according to nT, hence: 
det(C n - I) i 0, that is 1,,\7 - 11 i 0, l.e. !,,\;j i 1 
It is a less strict condition than the earlier one. The a.symptotic sta.bility 
of natural vibrations implies stability of forced vibrations. It can be said 
that resonances of the concerned systems are due to variation of coefficient 
A(t), i.e. the parametric excitation, rather than the restricted periodical 
force, or amplitude excitation a(t). :\'ote that the result is very close to 
the Andronoy-\Vitt theorem. :\'amely. if the inhomogeneous equation is 
considered to be a homogeneous equation of degrees of freedom 2S - L 
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then in the spectrum of C, the eigenvalue of unit value necessarily appears. 
If it is of single multiplicity, the motion is certainly stable. 
b. The formula obtained for the particular solution is essentially self-
explanatory. It means that for a t large enough the stable system returns 
to the same condition xpx at each period T: 
/ I \ 
xpx = CXpo:: + xp(T) = X(T) ( xpo:: + J X-I (t)a(t)dt \ 
\ i=O ) 
Thus, our conjection can be that the subsistent component of forced vibra-
tion is a periodic function. In fact: 
that is. 
= C Xpex. + 
Since here 
becomes: 
-1-
C ::"Cpx + 
X-I + T)a(T + T)dT 
and a(T + T) the right-hand side 
This equation yields the formula related to theorem a: 
Xpx == (1- v-I J"'- =(1 
Thus. stability and periodicity conditions of the forced vibration are mu-
tual!}' equivalent. The history of the asymptotic, permanent vibration is 
not affected by the fact that the initial conditions are mostly uncertainly 
known. ;:\ ow, the initial condition may be specified as: 
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Significance of these results is in the fact that it is sufficient to investigate 
to a single period of motion comprehensively on the gIo bal behaviour of the 
system. The components of motion can be reasoned out, they are similar 
from period to period. 
c. The amplitude of periodic vibration is limited if I/\j I #- Land xp 
is finite. This is fl'UC evell if the other two components of the general solu-
tion are divergent, resonant. that is unstable. Although motion instability 
is not due to the inholllogeneous term. the persistence of the stationary vi-
oration requires certain excit atioll can also be constant). Namely, 
in the cOllsidered lillear :-:ystems the natural vibration either decays or is in-
tensifiecL its persistence has a siight (practically zero) probability because 
of the damping that occurs regularly. This marginaL rather ullstable than 
stable case is III 11 ch it makes Cl separa-
tion bet\veen aSYIll]:)HJtlcall: stable and ll11stab!e nloriOllS. It is an eXCItEl!?; 
problem to reveal the position of domains. related to parameters, further-
more, stability diagram and rbOnCtllCe lllap of the SYSTem. It is relatively 
easy to be answered for specifica!l:,' 10\,' \'ibration of parameter values. 
5. Distribution of Resonance 
a. Let 11S consider homogeneous equation 
x== + P(t))x, Pit + T) = Pit) I~ I ' 
\vhere P is of a small va11ll' b:v an appropriat.e norm, and is a purely peri-
odical fUllctioll (dist1lrlMllce. pertnrballce). Let's fillel solution of the equa-
tion like in Chapter 2, abont solution Xo of the system of constant coeffi-
cient from x(t) = xt)(t) + cl 
Xo (t) + cl = (Aa + P (t) ) (Xo ( t) + cl) 
~eglecting secondary small term Pd, deviation d: obeys the follO\ving 
eClua tion: 
cl = Aad + P(t)xo(t) . 
Thus, solution of the inholllogeneous equation for initial conditions to = 0, 
Xo (to) = Xo, do = 0 according to item 2.c: 
d(t) = eAot J e-Ao'P(t)eAu'dTxO . 
.,-=0 
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b. Factors of integrand are known. Exp (Aot) can be expressed in the 
form: 
2n 
Aa t '\"""""A .(6;+;..:;)1 
e = L.. je· . j = 1,2 .... ,2N. 
j=1 
if, by chance, eigenvalues f.1j = Dj + i..c:j of the system with constant param-
eter differ from each other. Ancl of course. 
k=1,2, ... ,21Y. 
where OJ are clamping (OJ < 0), ..c:i are natnral frequencies, i is the imagi-
nary unit. Denote the primary circular frequency of the function P (t) of 
periodicity T by D = 27f/T. Produce P(t) by its complex Fomier series as 
given belo,,\": 
+DC 
P(t) P u = O. III = xl. ±2 ..... 
n1=-CX': 
For CL real constant coefficiellts and are complex conjugates 
of each other. Recall the correspollclellce betwecll l"l'al clllcl complex series. 
Scalar and matrix series arc formally ideutical. 
c. Let's perform iutegratioll ill die TIlleLi formula of itc'lll a: 
t 
r 
,Lo j,k,m 
d. becomes c!oubtle . ,s high ill SoIllt' cUlllLillatiuli uf illllicl's: 
If clamping 6j is negligible, or there exist two of them nearly balallced. thell 
instability may occur at any of combilled freqnellcics 
:..vj - ..uk = q 
±III j. , .. = 1. 2. . .. ."Y. III 1.:2 ... 
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For a real Ao, this case is almost regular. \"amely. eigenvalues ILj are pair-
wise conjugate. or are real numbers in themselves. such as e. g.: 
Accordingly. parametric resonance may take place even if damping occurs 
in the system, that is \\'hen the integer multiple of the exciting frequency 
ft equals twice either of the natural frequencies ..0j: 
It can 
=ft 
±m 
sz:-ell that 
j = 1. 2 ..... N. 
rnay 
Lhe maximum .J-'j. but below. 
m 1. 2 ..... 
e 
nor ["VICe 01 
d. Refining the approximaTion abo,-e. ,t ILay be demonstrated that 
parametric resonance spots. as a functioll of exciting frequency liT = 
ft/2ft cannot beisoZaied. Thus. imenals belonging to. a combination of 
frequencies are finite as a rule. In this respect. systems with constant or 
variable parameters are rather different. \Vidrhs of instability domains 
and bands, respectiYely, may be estimated, and it can be demonstrated 
that with increasing the order number m the band \yidth, and in turn, the 
resonance intensity decreases. Damping makes resonance bands narrower, 
and eliminates t hose that have less intensiye diYergences above certain m. 
Thus, in the case of OCC1!rrence of clamping. there is a minim11:m frequency 
iimit. such that at lower fl'eqnellcies no parculletric resonance develops. This 
limit affects. of COlu",e. the parametric excitation of a specific intensity. By 
increasing the excitation amplitude, the frequency limit is lowered. 
Stochostic disilLTbal1ce in the system shadO\vs sharp iimits. and at 
10\''- frequencies the random alteration of parameters has an effect similar 
to damping. \" eyert heless, in practical cases, parametric resonance occurs 
only for slllall m values. It is illteresting to mention, that even a weak 
parametric excitatioll lllay multiply the llumbers of critical domains of the 
system. Additionally. the resonance limits are also excited. Relative to 
that of the s)'stems of COllstant parameters, the extension of the dangerous 
domain of frequencies is increasing depending on the strength of damping. 
The extension in the upper domain is approximately two-fold, and. in gen-
eral. it decreases in the lower domain to its half or third. 
vVith increasing changes of parameters, resonance bands grow wider, 
then result ill extended, often oyerlapping intervals. called instability do-
mains. The resonance lllap often appears to be rather iutricate (sometimes 
it is fractal-like). These maps ("all ouly be produced by numeric computa-
tions. Of conrse. for simple case;.;, stability diagrams can be found in the 
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relevant literature (e. g. [12, 17]). Even if the appropriate diagram for 
a specific problem is found, it is better to get acquainted 'with the theOl'et-
ical backgrounds. 
Auxiliary motions in technical systems are in most cases definitely 
harmful. They cause a detriment of the accuracy of functioning. generate 
vibration and noise, therefore, reduce the duration, usability, etc. of the 
machine. For the machinery, the worst is operation at the resonance fre-
quencies. The vibration of the machinery sooner or later will exceed the 
linear (e.g. knocking) limits. The amplitude is going to be large, but it still 
remains limited. In the worst case, the amplitude will result in a permanent 
change of the system, and may demolish it. In the proximity of certain res-
onance bands, mainly of those \'\-ith even order numbers (m = 2,4,6, ... ), 
stationary vibration may be important in itself, and non-linear vibrations 
may develop earlier than the resonances. 
In order to reduce the risk of resonance, changes of parameters have to 
be ; smooihed', and the system should be ; tuned up' . There are several possi-
bilities to constrain parametric excitation. ?vIost known ones are balancing 
by mass, increasing damping artificially, changing stiffness or mass of the 
elements, or. besides these, certain actiYe compensations may be applied. 
Design parameters can possibly be selected so that the operation frequency 
be above the highest, or belo\'; the lowest critical values. or bet\";een t,\yO ad-
jacent resonance bands of possible kw order numbers. If the machinery is 
intended to generate excitation, our aim is just the opposite. If design pa-
rameters are randomly varied. without a stability map, then, instead of the 
expected reduction of vibration, we often get an increase. and "ice Yersa. 
it is expedient to expose the expectabk behaviour of systems with the 
parametric excitation earlier in the design \Ye have to be also CO~l­
scious of fact that with loads and operating yelocities, parametric 
resonances may occur in mechanisms that have been believed to be stable. 
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